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Figure 6: Owan testbed implementation.

of all transfers with a reliable distributed storage. When the
controller fails, we spawn a new instance, which starts to
compute and reconfigure the network state at the next time
slot. During the controller failover, the network still carries
traffic for the current time slot and is not affected.
Group of transfers: Some applications may need to send
traffic to multiple locations and the important metric is the
last completion time of all transfers in the group. This is
similar to the coflow concept in big data applications in data
centers [20, 21]. We can either treat them as single transfers
or use better heuristics (like Smallest-Effective-Bottleneck-
First [20]) to optimize for groups. A full exploration is our
future work.

4. OWAN IMPLEMENTATION
We have built a prototype of Owan. We describe the testbed

hardware implementation in §4.1 and the controller software
implementation in §4.2.

4.1 Owan Hardware Implementation
Our testbed has nine routers and ROADMs, and emulates

the Internet2 topology in Figure 1. We use Arista 7050S-64
as the routers. Since commercial ROADMs are expensive,
we use commodity optical components to emulate ROADMs
that have the features needed to evaluate the system.

Figure 6 shows the prototype and the optical hardware de-
sign to emulate a ROADM. The optical elements for each
ROADM is arranged in a 1U box. We have a Freescale
i.MX53 micro controller in the box to control the optical
elements. At the bottom of a ROADM, it has n(=15) ports
that interface with the router. Each interface is an optical
transceiver that can convert between electrical packets and
optical signals at different wavelengths. The fifteen transceivers
are at wavelengths from 1553.33nm to 1542.14nm, which
are defined at standard ITU 100GHZ channel spacing.

In order to emulate any possible network-layer topology,
we structure the nine ROADMs as a full mesh, i.e., each
ROADM has a fiber to connect to every other ROADM. In
this way, a ROADM can allocate the n wavelengths among
the nine fibers arbitrarily as long as the total number of wave-

lengths in the nine fibers sum up to n. This means that in the
network-layer topology, each router can have any number
of links to any other router as long as the total number of
links adjacent to a router satisfy the router port constraint.
Therefore, our testbed can faithfully emulate the Internet2
network since the testbed is able to construct any network-
layer topology that the Internet2 network is able to construct.

Figure 6 depicts the internal structure of our ROADM. For
the outward direction of a ROADM, the n wavelengths from
n transceivers are multiplexed by a multiplexer (MUX) on
to a single fiber. Then the splitter replicates them and sends
them to eight other ROADMs. For the inward direction, a
Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) receives n wavelengths
from each neighbor and selects up to n different wavelengths
from the input wavelengths. Then an Erbium-Doped Fiber
Amplifier (EDFA) is used to amplify the wavelengths se-
lected by the WSS, in order to compensate signal loss. Fi-
nally, a demultiplexer (DEMUX) demultiplexes the selected
wavelengths and send them to corresponding ports. The
MUXes and DEMUXes are the same type of device (Oplink
AAWG) with different configurations.

To transmit packets from one router to another, the optical
signal passes through multiple optical elements, including
MUX, splitter, fiber, WSS and DEMUX. These five elements
introduce typical optical power loss of 5 dB, 10.5 dB, 0.5 dB,
7 dB, and 5 dB, respectively. The total optical power loss is
⇠28 dB, which is higher than the optical power budget (⇠16
dB) of the transceivers. That is the reason to put an EDFA
between WSS and DEMUX. The EDFA is set to operate at
fixed gain mode, and has a default setting of gain parameter
of 18 dB to compensate the optical power loss.

4.2 Owan Software Implementation
The Owan controller is implemented with 5000+ lines of

Java code and uses several third-party software and libraries.
It has the following four modules.

Core module: The core module implements the algorithms
in §3. We have implemented the blossom algorithm [22]
for maximum matching in general graphs and used JGraphT
library [23] for other graph algorithms.

Router module: We configure the Arista switches to work
in OpenFlow 1.0 mode. We use the Floodlight controller [24]
to handle the details of the OpenFlow protocol and interface
with the switches. The router module uses the RESTful API
exposed by the Floodlight controller to install routing rules.

ROADM module: The Freescale i.MX53 micro controller
in each ROADM handles the low level configurations, mon-
itors the optical elements, and exposes a simple API for re-
mote configuration. The ROADM module uses this API to
configure each ROADM.

Client module: The client module sends the rate allocation
of each transfer to the end hosts. Since a transfer may use
multiple paths, we break a transfer into multiple flows and
use prefix splitting to implement multi-path routing. The
client module configures Linux Traffic Control on each end
host to enforce rates.
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Abstract— We explore a novel, free-space optics based
approach for building data center interconnects. It uses
a digital micromirror device (DMD) and mirror assembly
combination as a transmitter and a photodetector on top of
the rack as a receiver (Figure 1). Our approach enables all
pairs of racks to establish direct links, and we can recon-
figure such links (i.e., connect different rack pairs) within
12 µs. To carry traffic from a source to a destination rack,
transmitters and receivers in our interconnect can be dynam-
ically linked in millions of ways. We develop topology con-
struction and routing methods to exploit this flexibility, in-
cluding a flow scheduling algorithm that is a constant fac-
tor approximation to the offline optimal solution. Experi-
ments with a small prototype point to the feasibility of our
approach. Simulations using realistic data center workloads
show that, compared to the conventional folded-Clos inter-
connect, our approach can improve mean flow completion
time by 30–95% and reduce cost by 25–40%.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The traditional way of designing data center (DC)

networks—electrical packet switches arranged in a multi-
tier topology—has a fundamental shortcoming. The design-
ers must decide in advance how much capacity to provision
between top-of-rack (ToR) switches. Depending on the pro-
visioned capacity, the interconnect is either expensive (e.g.,
with full-bisection bandwidth) or it limits application perfor-
mance when demand between two ToRs exceeds capacity.
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Figure 1: ProjecToR interconnect with unbundled trans-
mit (lasers) and receive (photodetectors) elements.
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320
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60GHz No ⇡70 10 ms

Mordia [33] OCS No 24 11 µs
Firefly [22] FSO Yes 10 20 ms
ProjecToR FSO Yes 18,432 12 µs

Table 1: Properties of reconfigurable interconnects.

Many researchers have recognized this shortcoming and
proposed reconfigurable interconnects, using technologies
that are able to dynamically change capacity between pairs
of ToRs. The technologies that they have explored include
optical circuit switches (OCS) [16,25,26,33,37,38], 60 GHz
wireless [23, 40], and free-space optics (FSO) [22].

However, our analysis of traffic from four diverse pro-
duction clusters shows that current approaches lack at least
two of three desirable properties for reconfigurable intercon-
nects: 1) Seamlessness: few limits on how much network
capacity can be dynamically added between ToRs; 2) High
fan-out: direct communication from a rack to many others;
and 3) Agility: low reconfiguration time.

Table 1 compares the existing reconfigurable intercon-
nects with respect to these three properties. Most approaches
(rows 1–3) are not seamless because they use a second, re-
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ABSTRACT
Conventional static datacenter (DC) network designs offer extreme
cost vs. performance tradeoffs—simple leaf-spine networks are cost-
effective but oversubscribed, while “fat tree”-like solutions offer
good worst-case performance but are expensive. Recent results
make a promising case for augmenting an oversubscribed network
with reconfigurable inter-rack wireless or optical links. Inspired
by the promise of reconfigurability, this paper presents FireFly, an
inter-rack network solution that pushes DC network design to the
extreme on three key fronts: (1) all links are reconfigurable; (2) all
links are wireless; and (3) non top-of-rack switches are eliminated
altogether. This vision, if realized, can offer significant benefits in
terms of increased flexibility, reduced equipment cost, and minimal
cabling complexity. In order to achieve this vision, we need to look
beyond traditional RF wireless solutions due to their interference
footprint which limits range and data rates. Thus, we make the case
for using free-space optics (FSO). We demonstrate the viability of
this architecture by (a) building a proof-of-concept prototype of a
steerable small form factor FSO device using commodity compo-
nents and (b) developing practical heuristics to address algorithmic
and system-level challenges in network design and management.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architec-
ture and Design

Keywords
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1 Introduction
A robust data center (DC) network must satisfy several goals: high
throughput [13, 23], low equipment and management cost [13, 40],
robustness to dynamic traffic patterns [14, 26, 48, 52], incremen-
tal expandability [18, 45], low cabling complexity [37], and low
power and cooling costs. With respect to cost and performance,
conventional designs are either (i) overprovisioned to account for
worst-case traffic patterns, and thus incur high cost (e.g., fat-trees
or Clos networks [13, 16, 23]), or (ii) oversubscribed (e.g., simple
trees or leaf-spine architectures [1]) which incur low cost but offer
poor performance due to congested links.
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Figure 1: High-level view of the FireFly architecture. The only
switches are the Top-of-Rack (ToR) switches.

Recent work suggests a promising middleground that augments
an oversubscribed network with a few reconfigurable links, using
either 60 Ghz RF wireless [26, 52] or optical switches [48]. In-
spired by the promise of these flexible DC designs,1 we envision a
radically different DC architecture that pushes the network design
to the logical extreme on three dimensions: (1) All inter-rack links
are flexible; (2) All inter-rack links are wireless; and (3) we get rid
of the core switching backbone.

This extreme vision, if realized, promises unprecedented qualita-
tive and quantitative benefits for DC networks. First, it can reduce
infrastructure cost without compromising on performance. Second,
flexibility increases the effective operating capacity and can im-
prove application performance by alleviating transient congestion.
Third, it unburdens DC operators from dealing with cabling com-
plexity and its attendant overheads (e.g., obstructed cooling) [37].
Fourth, it can enable DC operators to experiment with, and bene-
fit from, new topology structures that would otherwise remain un-
realizable due to cabling costs. Finally, flexibly turning links on
or off can take us closer to the vision of energy proportionality
(e.g., [29]).

This paper describes FireFly,2 a first but significant step toward
realizing this vision. Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of Fire-
Fly. Each ToR is equipped with reconfigurable wireless links which
can connect to other ToR switches. However, we need to look
beyond traditional radio-frequency (RF) wireless solutions (e.g.,
60GHz) as their interference characteristics limit range and capac-
ity. Thus, we envision a new use-case for Free-Space Optical com-
munications (FSO) as it can offer high data rates (tens of Gbps)
over long ranges using low transmission power and with zero in-
terference [31]. The centralized FireFly controller reconfigures the
topology and forwarding rules to adapt to changing traffic patterns.

While prior work made the case for using FSO links in DCs [19,
28], these fail to establish a viable hardware design and also do not
address practical network design and management challenges that

1We use the terms flexible and reconfigurable interchangeably.
2FireFly stands for Free-space optical Inter-Rack nEtwork with
high FLexibilitY.

Many constraints depending on technology
Always: degree bounds



Reconfiguration Can Be Helpful
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Figure 3: Example of optimizing bulk transfers. (a) Plan A transmits F0 and F1 simultaneously. (b-c) Plan B first
transmits F0 and then F1. (d) Plan C reconfigures the topology and has the lowest average transfer completion time. (e)
Time series to show the transfer completions of these three plans.
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Figure 4: System architecture.

ing paths and optical circuits. On public WANs, the con-
troller also needs to enforce rates with rate limiters on
routers in case clients do not properly enforce these rate
limits on their applications.

The above process is an online process. We divide time into
time slots. A time slot is much longer than the time to re-
configure the network and adjust sending rates, i.e., a few
minutes vs. hundreds or thousands of milliseconds. The ma-
jor job for the controller is to compute the configurations at
each time slot to optimize bulk transfers.

3.2 Computing Network State
All the configurations are denoted as network state. We

precisely define the network state and formulate the problem
as follows. Table 1 summarizes the key notations.

Network state: A WAN is represented as a graph G =
(V,E) where V is the set of all sites and E is the set of
links in the network-layer topology. A site v consists of one
ROADM, a set of pre-deployed regenerators (could be zero),
and zero or one router.

A network state NS is a configuration of the devices in the
WAN. It includes the optical configuration OC and the rout-
ing configuration RC. OC is the set of optical circuits to be
configured on the optical devices, which builds the network-
layer topology. A network-layer link between u and v is im-
plemented by a circuit ocuv in the optical layer. RC is the set
of routing configurations to be installed on routers (and end
hosts if rates are enforced by clients). Specifically, the rout-
ing configuration of a transfer f , denoted by rcf , includes
its routing paths and rate limits for each path.

Symbol Description
V The set of sites.
E The set of network-layer links.
G The network-layer topology.
F The set of transfers.
NS The network state NS = (OC,RC).
OC The set of optical circuits.
RC The routing configuration RC = {rcf |f 2 F}.
p A routing path.
rf,p The rate of transfer f on routing path p.
rcf The routing configuration of f : {rf,p|p 2 Pf}.
✓ The capacity of a wavelength.

Table 1: Key notations in problem formulation.

Problem formulation: The problem of finding the optimal
network state is an online optimization problem. There are
a stream of new transfers arriving at the system. At each
time slot, we need to compute a network state NS that op-
timizes the average transfer completion time or the number
of transfers that meet their deadlines. The problem has the
following constraints.
1. The number of router ports connected to ROADM ports

at each site v is limited, denoted by fpv . This constrains
the total ingress and egress capacity of the router in the
network-layer topology.

2. A wavelength can traverse at most distance ⌘ before it
needs to be regenerated. If an optical circuit is longer
than ⌘, it has to use regenerators on its path to regenerate
the signal.

3. The number of regenerators at each site v is limited, de-
noted by rgv . A regenerator can regenerate one optical
circuit and transform the circuit to a different wavelength
if needed.

4. The optical circuits in the same fiber have to use different
wavelengths. A fiber can carry at most � different wave-
lengths and each wavelength can support a capacity of ✓.

5. The total rate of transfers on a network-layer link cannot
exceed its capacity ✓.
As an additional consideration, we want to keep the changes

to the network incremental, i.e., only updating a small num-
ber of optical links when we perform an update. This mini-
mizes the disturbance during the network update process.
Algorithm overview: The problem has a large number of
constraints and variables. Some constraints, like the num-

Image and example from Jin et al, SIGCOMM ‘16



Scheduling Bulk Transfers

System: 
• Optimizing Bulk Transfers with Software-Defined Optical WAN [Jin et al. 

SIGCOMM ‘16]
Theory:
• Competitive Analysis for Online Scheduling in Software-Defined Optical WAN 

[Jia et al. INFOCOM ‘17]

Given bulk transfers (online), how should we schedule transfers & 
reconfigurations?



Model [Jia et al.]
Start: 
• Nodes V, degree bounds dv for each v∈ V
• Transfers (jobs) S

Transfer (job) i:
• Release time ri, source ui, destination vi, size li, weight wi (not in Jia et al)

Time t:
• Create graph Gt = (V, Et) obeying degree bounds

• Et subset of transfers S
• One unit of progress on jobs in Et



Example
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Issues with Model
• No constraints on graphs other than degrees
• Optical WANs: real constraints based on optical network
• Datacenters: depending on technology

• Can only send data over direct connections
• OWAN system uses multihop paths

Still a good start!



Objectives and Results (Jia et al)

Makespan
• maxi Ci
• Time when last job completes

• 3-competitive algorithm

Sum of Completion Times
• ∑" #"

• 3$-competitive algorithm
• $ competitive ratio of SRPT for 

d-machine scheduling 
• At most 1.86
• Assumes dv = d for all v

Given schedule, each transfer i has completion time Ci

$-competitive: at most $ factor worse than offline optimum 



Flow Time
In online setting, do these objectives make sense?

New Objective: Sum of (Weighted) Flow Times
• Flow time of job i: Fi = Ci – ri

• Sojourn time, waiting time, response time
• ∑"#"(%" − '")

r1 r2 r1 r2

Makespan unchanged, sum of completion times only doubled!

C1 C2
C1=C2



Our Results:

Lower bound: Every online algorithm has competitive ratio at least ! "

Upper bound: need resource augmentation / speedup 
• Allow faster transfer compared to OPT

• Our solution uses 200 Gbps links, compare to OPT using 100Gbps links
• O(1/#2)-competitive algorithm with (2+#)-speedup

Corollary: O(1)-competitive algorithm for weighted sum of completion 
times, different degree bounds (no speedup)



Algorithm: Highest-Density First

• Density of job i: ℎ" = $%
&%

• At time t:
• Order jobs in nonincreasing order of density
• Schedule job i (add ui – vi edge) if ui and vi not already full

Easy to state, tricky to analyze!
• Reduce to unit-length jobs (via “fractional” flow time): cost O(1/')
• Dual Fitting: cost O(1/')



LP relaxation (unit length)

min
X

i2S

X

t�ri

wi(t� ri)xi,t

s.t.
X

t�ri

xi,t � 1 8i 2 S

X

i2S:|{ui,vi}\{w}|=1

xi,t  dw 8w 2 V, 8t 2 N

xi,t � 0 8i 2 S, 8t 2 N
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1 if job i scheduled at 
time t

Every job gets 
scheduled

Degree bounds

Weighted flow time



Dual

max
X

i2S

↵i �
X

u2V

X

t2N
�u,t

s.t. ↵i �
�ui,t

dui

� �vi,t

dvi
 wi(t� ri) 8i 2 S, 8t � ri

↵i � 0 8u 2 S

�i,t � 0 8i 2 S, 8t 2 N
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OPT

LPDual =

Feasible Dual

ALG(s)

O(1/!)

• Dual fitting: common in flow time scheduling problems

ALG with 
speedup s

• Intuition: 
• "i = increase in algorithm’s cost due to transfer i when it is 

released
• #u,t = remaining work at node u at time t



Dual Solution: !
!i = increase in algorithm’s cost due to transfer i when it is released

ui vi

Job j with wj > wi: scheduled before i ⇒
increase in total weighted flow is wi

Job j with wj < wi: scheduled after i ⇒
increase in total weighted flow is wj

Job i

Job j

↵i :=
1

2s

0

@ 1

dui

0

@
X

j2Ui(ri):wi<wj

wi +
X

j2Ui(ri):wi>wj

wj

1

A+
1

dvi

0

@
X

j2Vi(ri):wi<wj

wi +
X
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A

1
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Dual Solution: !
!u,t = remaining work at node u at time t

!u,t = "# $
%&

Total weight of jobs at u at time t

Speedup (2+')



Main Result
max

X

i2S

↵i �
X

u2V

X

t2N
�u,t

s.t. ↵i �
�ui,t

dui

� �vi,t

dvi
 wi(t� ri) 8i 2 S, 8t � ri

↵i � 0 8u 2 S

�i,t � 0 8i 2 S, 8t 2 N

<latexit sha1_base64="jxZu+1nY206AJz06uifiGLtRH60=">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</latexit>

Feasibility: ↵i �
�ui,t

dui

� �vi,t

dvi
 wi(t� ri)

<latexit sha1_base64="8EeATNYFcCSW8gEgvu0Stlx5mKA=">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</latexit>

Lemma: ∑"∈$ %" ≥ '
()*+(-)

Lemma: ∑/∈0∑1∈ℕ3/,1 ≤ '
6 )*+(-)

Theorem: There is a feasible dual 
solution with value at least

7
27 + 4)*+(2 + 7)



Conclusion & Open Questions

Our work:
• Model of scheduling transfers in 

reconfigurable networks from Jia et al. 
[INFOCOM ‘17]

• In online setting, flow times make more 
sense than completion times

• First nontrivial approx for flow times, 
with small speedup (necessary)

• Corollary: first O(1)-competitive 
algorithm for completion times 

Future work:
• More realistic model of reconfigurable 

networks!

• Speedup 1+! instead of 2+!?



Thanks!


